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Spring 2021 Knight Award for Writing Exercises and Handouts 
 

      
The Knight Award for Writing Exercises recognizes excellence in short exercises and/or handouts 
designed by graduate student instructors to improve student writing.  Appropriate topics may be drawn 
from the whole range of writing issues, large scale to small scale, such as development of theses, use of 
secondary sources, organization of evidence, awareness of audience, attention to sentence patterns (e.g., 
passive/active voice; coordination/ subordination), attention to diction, uses of punctuation, attention to 
mechanics (e.g., manuscript formats, apostrophes).  Exercises and handouts may be developed for use in 
or out of class.   
 
Submissions should comprise three parts: (1) A copy of the handouts or instructions that go to students.  
(2) An explanation of the exercise/ handout and of the principles behind it, addressed to future instructors 
who may use the material. (3) If possible, an example of a student response. 
 
Submissions may range in length from one to four or five pages. 
 
Winning entries will be deposited in a web accessible archive and made available to other instructors 
under a creative commons attribution, non-commercial license.  (See creativecommons.org for more 
information about cc licensing.) No undergraduate student’s writing will ever be published in this 
archive.) 
 
To facilitate future searching of the Institute’s archive, we ask that you provide a brief descriptive abstract 
(about 75 words) of your document, and a short list of appropriate keywords that might not appear in the 
text.  Examples might include terms like “rhetorical situation,” “style,” “citation,” etc.  Any borrowings such 
as quotations from course texts or handbooks must be cited properly in the document itself. 
 
The two winning entries will receive $350; second place winners (if any) will receive $125. 
 

   
Submissions are due by Tuesday, May 25.  
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Should I win a prize, I give the John S. Knight Institute permission to publish, quote from, and/or distribute 
copies of the writing exercises, and to distribute publicity to newspapers and other publications, local 
and/or national, about my winning the prize. I also grant the Knight Institute permission to deposit the 
writing exercises in a web accessible archive and make them available under a creative commons 
attribution, non-commercial license.  I am prepared to send electronic versions of my text to Donna Newton 
(dlo1@cornell.edu) in the Knight Institute. I understand that I will receive the award for my prize-winning 
essay upon submission of the electronic text. 
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“Using Examples to Illustrate Concepts”
Libby Southgate
ehs96@cornell.edu

Abstract
This writing exercise helps students develop the ability to develop and deploy
examples to illustrate concepts or ideas. The exercise is in three parts. In the first, the
whole class reads and then discusses examples of writing where an author has used
an example to illustrate a concept/idea (passages taken from texts used in class). In
the second, the students work in groups to develop their own example, which is
then work-shopped as a whole class. Lastly, the students write their example out in
prose. This exercise was completed on zoom using interactive google slides in lieu
of a physical worksheet, but it would work just as well as a physical worksheet.

Keywords
Examples, Expository Writing, Clarity, Signaling Words.

Explanation of Exercise for Future Instructors

Motivation?
I had found that my students often struggled with the mechanics of developing and
deploying examples in a way that was helpful to the reader. This exercise helped my
students develop this skill.

Timing?
We completed this exercise the week before I assigned them a graded piece of
writing in which (among other things) they were expected to explain to the reader
the concept of “tacit consent” -- which we had been reading about. These exercises
helped them develop an example that they could then use in their paper.

Logistics?
The class in which we completed these exercises was on zoom so I used google
slides to structure the class. For some of the class I shared my screen and we either
discussed the example on the screen, or I talked them through an idea. For the rest
of the class they worked in groups to directly edit slides as if they were a worksheet.
If the class was in person, I would have made a physical worksheet containing (a) the
example examples [so they could annotate], (b) the group work activity [as on the
slides], and (c) space to complete the individual writing task.



How did this exercise work in practice?

I started by sharing my screen and introducing the topic.

PART 1 | For each of the the "example example" slides on this page, I asked the class
to read the example with the following questions in mind: (a) What is the concept or
idea being illustrated? (b) Where does the example start? (c) Is this example a good
illustration of this concept? Why/why not? When everyone was done reading, I
asked the students about (a) and (b) [above] to set the discussion. We then had a
whole class discussion of the example in front of us -- how was it is useful? What (if
anything) was unhelpful? (For the later example slides) how does the example differ
from the ones others we've discussed? [There was also downloadable version of this
available in case they wanted to write on the text (as per a physical worksheet)]

I then outlined some "tips" for choosing an example in writing and answered any
questions.

PART 2 |  Next, I introduced the second activity which asks the students to work in
groups to develop an example of their own that illustrates the concept of "tacit
consent" (which we were learning about in our readings and would be a part of the
next writing assignment.) The task would be completed on "worksheets" in breakout
rooms so I went over the worksheet and gave them some tips for how to approach
the task. The students then worked on this activity in breakout rooms. In groups, they
developed their example by editing the collaborative/editable slideshow slides
above like a worksheet. Making a collaborative slideshow like this, allows the groups
to have their own "worksheet" to work on (unlike a google doc). It also allows me (as
the instructor) to monitor how the groups in the breakout rooms are doing, how
much more time they need, and whether they need help.

When the groups were done with the task, I closed the breakout rooms and
asked each group to both describe their example to the class and explain why
they'd chosen it. We then talked about/work-shopped each group's example as a
whole class -- highlighting was useful/good about the one they'd chosen, as well as
highlighting what could be improved and how it could be improved.

I then outlined some tips for deploying examples in writing and introduced the last
part of this exercise.

PART 3 | Finally, I asked the students to take what they’d developed and learned and
write a version of their group's example in prose.
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Students engage with these four slides simultaneously.
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Examples of Student Work Produced in Response to this Activity

"A common example of tacit consent is ordering food in a restaurant. In most restaurants, the prices of items 
are listed on the menu, so you are aware of how much each item costs. Because you are not obligated to order 
anything in a restaurant, doing so is a voluntary and deliberate action. Ordering food in a restaurant - and 
paying for it at the end of the meal - is also a well-known social convention, so you are aware that by ordering 
food you will be expected to pay for it. Therefore, when you order food, even though you never verbally state 
that you will pay at the end of the meal, you tacitly consent to paying the stated price on the menu for the 
items you ordered."

"One situation that demonstrates tacit consent is an NBA fan entering a basketball arena. Prior to purchasing a 
ticket, a fan is informed that by entering an arena, he or she agrees to abide by the NBA’s code of conduct for 
spectators. This situation fulfills the necessary requirements for tacit consent. First, the fan deliberately 
expresses consent by entering the stadium. Second, the fan does not make an explicit agreement to obey the 
rules set forth by the NBA. Instead, the fan’s action of entering the arena implicitly demonstrates consent. Third, 
the entrance into the stadium is voluntary, meaning the fan can easily choose not to give his or her consent to 
the NBA. The fan can also remove consent at any time by exiting the arena. Finally, the fan is aware of the 
agreement prior to entering the stadium. This means the fan knows what he or she is consenting to when 
entering the arena."

"One example of tacit consent is the contract one enters when ordering food at a restaurant. When you go out 
to eat and tell the server your order, you are tacitly consenting to paying for that item at the end of the meal. 
There are a couple things in play that establish this. The first is convention. The relationship between ordering 
food and having to pay for it, or even paying for any item you use, is an extremely strong convention that is 
inherent in our capitalistic society. When you go to a restaurant you are already expected to understand this 
convention, thus, when you order, you are consenting to paying. The second thing is the prices on the menu. 
When you order at a restaurant, the food items are clearly listed on the menu. This means that when the bill 
comes, you already knew how much you were going to have to pay. This is an important part of tacit consent 
as it is crucial that an individual knows what exactly they are consenting to."
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